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Send With Confidence

SendGrid is a leader in customer communications. We pioneered the
cloud-based email industry by developing a comprehensive email solution
backed by a team of industry experts. We send over one billion emails
per day on behalf of our customers to help them drive engagement and
business growth.
Our proven APIs and marketer-friendly sending tools are tailored to our
customers’ unique sending needs, all on one platform to deliver on the email
goals of your whole team. Our email experts empower you to grow your email
program and achieve optimal deliverability.
A few of our valued customers

SENDGRID API

Integrate in minutes for reliable delivery

As a developer, we know you have a lot on your plate and you need an email
solution that just works.
With SendGrid, you can trust our customizable APIs and insightful interface to
help you get the job done.
• Integrate and accomplish your goals quickly and easily in your preferred code language
• Make smarter decisions with real-time data and analytics
• Benefit from our ongoing compliance, MTA, and security advances

SENDGRID MARKETING CAMPAIGNS

Achieve more with smart email marketing

Email marketing is critical to building and nurturing customer relationships. As
a marketer, it’s your job to ensure it’s also contributing to your bottom line.
The SendGrid platform acts as an extension of your team, helping you
achieve—and prove—success to become an email hero.
• Get more done with flexible workflows and an intuitive interface
• Know what works with actionable analytics and smart testing tools
• Rely on support when you need it from our deep bench of email experts

The SendGrid difference
We love our customers and are dedicated to helping senders like you
connect with your users. We know our success is dependent on your
success, and we spend every day nurturing our unique “4H” culture,
holding ourselves to a standard worthy of our customers. We are
Honest, Happy, Humble, and Hungry, and this shows in our everyday
work and commitment to our customers.

